your wedding

City Gal: Meet Nature

The Best of Both Worlds
As a Chicago gal, it may seem daunting to leave everything that our big city has to offer for a destination wedding.
Let’s be honest, there is no place like sweet home Chicago.
By Lisa Polydoris
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ut imagine: sitting in the

urban scene. Not only does Seattle

beautiful floor-length windows over-

heart of a major US city,

have famed Pike’s Place market and

looking Elliot Bay with the Olym-

eating at a waterfront res-

the Space Needle, but it also offers all

pic Mountains lining the horizon.

taurant watching the sky

the beauty of the mountains, greenery

The Edgewater encapsulates that

turn shades of orange as the sun sets

of an arboretum and an unmatched

old-time mountain feel with plenty

behind the mountains. That place

waterfront. City gal, consider incorpo-

of modern touches. The Edgewater

could be in the heart of the Pacific

rating the mountains and waterfront

hotel can accommodate a smaller

Northwest: Seattle, Washington. Seat-

into your big city wedding.

wedding in the Forest room, or a

tle is one of our country’s great cities

The Edgewater hotel is Seattle’s

boasting it’s own brilliant culture and

only waterfront hotel, boasting
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larger wedding of up to two hundred in the Olympic ballroom.

Whatever you fancy, City gal. Whichever your style,

food suggestions and even a

you simply cannot forego a cocktail hour on the terrace.

bit of humor. The waterfront

The Edgewater has an absolutely breathtaking cocktail

restaurant is the perfect set-

patio with an unobstructed view of the Space Needle and

ting for you and your guests

the entire Seattle skyline. It is the perfect way to impress

to appreciate the beauty and

before the night has even begun. Then off to delicious din-

personality of the only Seat-

ing, dancing and celebrating while watching the sunset

tle waterfront hotel.

behind the mountains is an unmatched experience at the
Edgewater hotel.

The natural beauty of the
Pacific Northwest coupled

If you or your guests arrive a day early or need a

with the urban beauty of

post-wedding brunch, there will be an opportunity to

Seattle make the Edgewater

check out the restaurant, Six Seven, on the first floor of

Hotel the perfect location for

the hotel. That same modern, rustic feel that the hotel has

your destination wedding,

is continued in the restaurant. It has a fancy ambience,

City gal.

Lisa Polydoris is Destination
Weddings Editor

exquisite menu and impeccable service. The wait staff is
professional and accommodating, offering wine pairings,

www.EdgeWaterHotel.com
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